Abstract-It has been shown that the accuracy of mammographic abnormality detection methods is strongly dependent on the breast tissue characteristics, where a dense breast drastically reduces detection sensitivity. In addition, breast tissue density is widely accepted to be an important risk indicator for the development of breast cancer. Here, we describe the development of an automatic breast tissue classification methodology, which can be summarized in a number of distinct steps: 1) the segmentation of the breast area into fatty versus dense mammographic tissue; 2) the extraction of morphological and texture features from the segmented breast areas; and 3) the use of a Bayesian combination of a number of classifiers. The evaluation, based on a large number of cases from two different mammographic data sets, shows a strong correlation (κ = 0.81 and 0.67 for the two data sets) between automatic and expert-based Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System mammographic density assessment.
. Example mammograms, where the breast density increases from (a) BIRADS I to (d) BIRADS IV [11] . See Section II for details on BIRADS categories.
number of mammographic abnormalities turn out to be benign after biopsy [6] .
Mammographic computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems are aimed at assisting radiologists in the evaluation of mammographic images [5] , [7] , and commercial systems are also available [8] , [9] . Commercial and research mammographic CAD systems tend to concentrate on the detection and classification of mammographic abnormalities (e.g., microcalcifications, masses, and distortions) [10] , [11] . However, recent studies have shown that the sensitivity of these CAD systems to detect mammographic abnormalities is significantly decreased as the density of the breast increases, while the specificity of the systems remains relatively constant [12] . In addition, it is well known that there is a strong positive correlation between breast tissue density in mammograms and the risk of developing breast cancer [13] [14] [15] . Example mammograms, covering a range of breast densities, are displayed in Fig. 1 . An automatic classification of breast tissue will be beneficial, not only to decide what the density of the breast is, but also to establish an optimal strategy to follow if, for example, the user is looking for mammographic abnormalities. It should be noted that, while in this paper, we refer to breast tissue density and dense tissue, in the wider literature the following terms are also in use: parenchymal patterns, fibroglandular disk, and parenchymal density. In addition, it should be made clear that the segmentation of the dense breast tissue and mammographic risk assessment based on this dense tissue is distinct from the detection and classification of mammographic abnormalities [10] , [11] .
In this paper, we investigate a novel approach to automatic breast tissue classification. The initial step of the proposed methodology is the segmentation of the dense tissue region (as opposed to the region containing fatty tissue) in mammographic images, which is based on a two-class fuzzy C-means clustering approach. In the second step, morphological and texture features are extracted from the dense and fatty mammographic regions.
The concatenation of the features from both regions forms a high-dimensional feature space. Dimensionality reduction and classification are achieved in the subsequent step, which relies on the combination of a number of distinct classifiers. The results provide a direct comparison between the automatic and the expert mammographic density assessment based on the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BIRADS) classification protocol [11] . The evaluation is based on two independent data sets, which comprise, in total, more than a thousand mammograms. In addition, a detailed comparison with some existing methods, including results on one of the data sets, is provided.
In Section II, we provide a brief summary of a substantial number of related publications. The novelty of our approach and evaluation can be summarized by the following points: 1) the fuzzy C-means segmentation of the dense and fatty tissue regions relies on only two classes (representing dense and fatty tissue), which is in contrast with most alternative methods described in Section II that use a larger number of tissue classes representing mixtures of the two tissue types, and although no formal evaluation is provided, the segmentation provides robust and intuitively correct results; 2) at the center of our approach is the extraction of features from the segmented dense and fatty mammographic regions, which is in contrast with existing approaches in automatic mammographic risk assessment that extract information from either the full breast area (combining fatty and dense tissue information) or regions associated with the shape of the breast (again, these are likely to contain both fatty and dense tissue information); 3) the evaluation is based on two independent, publicly available, data sets: the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database [16] and the Digital Database of Screening Mammography (DDSM) [17] , and in total, more than a thousand cases were used in the evaluation, which shows both robustness and independence of data for the developed approach; 4) the combination of all the aforementioned points provides a novel benchmark for automatic mammographic risk assessment to which newly developed techniques can be directly compared.
II. BACKGROUND
Closely related to the work described here is the segmentation of the dense tissue region in mammographic images. Saha et al. [18] used a scale-based fuzzy connectivity method to extract dense tissue regions from mammographic images. A comparison between segmentation in craniocaudal (CC) and mediolateral-oblique (MLO) mammographic views showed a strong correlation. Ferrari et al. [19] used expectation maximization in combination with a minimum description length to provide the parameters for a mixture of four Gaussians. The statistical model was used to segment the fibroglandular disk, and a quantitative evaluation was provided. This work was closely related to that of Aylward et al. [20] , who used a similar approach with a mixture of five Gaussians, although this did not exclusively concentrate on the segmentation of the fibroglandular disk. Selvan et al. [21] used a heuristic optimization approach to estimate model parameters for a larger number of regions. Initial segmentation results were assessed by radiologists and showed im- provement when compared to alternative approaches. There is a significant volume of work on the standard mammogram form (SMF, which is also known as the h int approach) by Highnam and Brady [22] . This approach relies on detailed knowledge of the mammographic system and the imaging parameters, and as such, might be less appropriate for mammograms where such information is not available (see also [23] and [24] for a detailed discussion). However, it has been shown in a number of publications by Brady's group that such an approach can be used in relation to mammographic risk assessment [25] , [26] , but at the same time, they have indicated that texture-based mammographic risk assessment provides improved results [27] . Closely related to the SMF-based segmentation approach is the recent work by van Engeland et al. [28] , who used an alternative physical-image-acquisition model to estimate dense tissue volumes from full-field digital mammograms and provide a comparison with breast magnetic resonance imaging data.
The origins of breast density classification are the work of Wolfe [13] , who showed the relation between mammographic parenchymal patterns and the risk of developing breast cancer, classifying the parenchymal patterns in four categories. Subsequently, Boyd et al. [14] showed a similar correlation between the relative area of dense tissue and mammographic risk. Since the discovery of these relationships, automated parenchymal pattern classification has been investigated [29]- [31] . These studies concentrated on the use of gray-level histograms, but recent studies have indicated that such histogram information might not be sufficient to classify mammograms according to BIRADS categories [32] [33] [34] . To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows the respective histograms of the four different mammograms from Fig. 1 . Note that although the mammograms belong to different classes, the four histograms are quite similar both in the mean gray-level value and the shape of the histogram. Only a small number of previous papers have suggested that texture representation of the breast might play a significant role. Miller and Astley [35] investigated texture-based discrimination between fatty and dense breast types. Byng et al. [36] used measures based on fractal dimension. Bovis and Singh [37] estimated features from the construction of spatial gray level dependency matrices. Petroudi et al. [27] used textons to capture the mammographic appearance within the breast area. This work was extended in the work of Petroudi and Brady [38] , where the texton description was used in combination with a Markov random field approach to provide segmentation of the various tissue types, and these results formed the basis for initial (promising) classification results according to the four Wolfe classes [39] . Zwiggelaar et al. [40] and Zwiggelaar and Denton [41] segmented mammograms into density regions based on a set of co-occurrence matrices, and the subsequent density classification used the relative area of the density regions as the feature space. Li et al. [42] , [43] have investigated the discriminative power of a number of texture features in classifying women with BRCA1/BRCA2 gene mutations and those at low risk. Based on regions of interest, they showed significant discriminative power for coarseness, fractal, and contrast information. The evaluation by Li et al. [42] , [43] supports the described approach, although the texture features used here are different, these are expected to describe similar image features.
One of the main differences between some of the described approaches is the areas that are used to extract information from. To illustrate this point, a number of approaches have been depicted in Fig. 3 . Bovis and Singh [37] extracted a set of features using the whole breast area, hence assuming that the breast is composed of a single texture. As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) (and in the mammograms shown in Fig. 1 ), in many cases, this is hard to justify. On the other hand, Karssemeijer [29] , and subsequently, Blot and Zwiggelaar [44] , divided the breast into different regions according to the distance between pixels and the skin line, as is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c). The main idea for such an approach is the assumption that a strong correlation between tissue density and distance to the skin line will exist [42] . However, note from Fig. 3 (and again in the mammograms shown in Fig. 1 ) that, using such an approach, it seems that tissue with the same appearance (texture) is divided over different regions. In addition, tissues with different appearances can be merged in the same region. In contrast with these approaches, our proposal is based on the segmentation of the breast, grouping those pixels with similar tissue appearance [see Fig. 3 (a) and (d)].
The classification in the mammographic risk assessment can be based on a number of categories that might not describe the same mammographic features [10] , [11] , [13] , [14] . However, the American College of Radiology BIRADS [11] is becoming a standard on the assessment of mammographic images, which are classified in four categories according to their density (see Fig. 1 for example mammograms).
1) BIRADS I: the breast is almost entirely fatty.
2) BIRADS II: there is some fibroglandular tissue.
3) BIRADS III: the breast is heterogeneously dense. 4) BIRADS IV: the breast is extremely dense. Although BIRADS is becoming the radiologic standard, so far, it has not been used extensively in the evaluation of automatic mammographic risk assessment approaches. Exceptions to this are the recent work of Bovis and Singh [37] and Petroudi et al. [27] . A full comparison between their and our results can be found in Section V.
III. METHODOLOGY
All mammograms are preprocessed to identify the breast region and remove the background, labels, and pectoral muscle areas [45] . See Fig. 3 (a) and (b) for an example result of such a segmentation process. This segmentation results in a minor loss of skin-line pixels in the breast area, but those pixels are deemed not to be relevant for tissue estimation, and the relative number of potentially affected pixels is small.
A. Finding Regions With Similar Tissue
Gray-level information in combination with the fuzzy Cmeans clustering approach [46] is used to group pixels into two separate categories: fatty and dense tissues. Prior to this, and with the aim of avoiding effects from microtexture that could appear in some regions, the breast region is smoothed by using a median filter of size 5 × 5. From our experiments, this filter size is a good compromise between noise reduction and texture preservation of mammographic tissue.
Fuzzy C-means is an extension of the well-known k-means algorithm [47] . The main difference is that fuzzy C-means allows each pattern of the image to be associated with every cluster using a fuzzy membership function (in k-means, each pattern belongs to one and only one cluster). In our implementation, the function criterion minimized by the algorithm is defined by
where Ξ is the partition of the image, U is the membership matrix: u nt represents the membership of the pattern p n to belong to cluster t, which is centered at
N is the number of patterns in the whole image (the number of pixels) and T the number of clusters, which has to be known a priori (here T = 2 representing fatty and dense tissue). When using partitional clustering algorithms, like fuzzy Cmeans, the placement of the initial seed points is one of the central issues in the variation of segmentation results [48] . Despite their importance, seeds for these algorithms are usually initialized randomly. The two classes in our approach were initialized with the gray-level values that represent 15% and 85% of the accumulative histogram of the breast pixels of each mammogram (representing fatty and dense tissue, respectively). Although these values were determined empirically, the obtained segmentations do not critically depend on them. Moreover, some mammograms do not have clearly determined dense and fatty components. In these cases, the result of the segmentation is one cluster grouping the breast tissue and the other cluster grouping regions with less compressed tissue (an elongated region, like a ribbon, following the skin line). In these cases, the breast texture information is in the breast tissue cluster, while the ribbon does not provide significant information to the system.
B. Extracted Features
The result of the fuzzy C-means algorithm is the division of the breast into (only) two clusters. Subsequently, a set of features for both classes can be directly extracted from the original images (no preprocessing/filtering was applied). Here, we used a set of morphological and texture features. As morphological features, the relative area and the first four histogram moments for both clusters were calculated. Note that the four moments of the histogram are related to the mean intensity, the standard deviation, the skewness, and the kurtosis of each cluster.
A set of features derived from co-occurrence matrices [49] were used as texture features. Co-occurrence matrices are essentially two-dimensional histograms of the occurrence of pairs of gray levels for a given displacement vector. Formally, the cooccurrence of gray levels can be specified as a matrix of relative frequencies P ij , in which two pixels separated by a distance d and angle θ have gray levels i and j. Here, we use four different directions: 0
• , 45
• , 90
• , and 135
• , and three distances equal to 1, 5, and 9 pixels. Note that these values were determined empirically and are related to the scale of the texture features found in mammographic images. The full co-occurrence matrices are generally not used as features (mainly due to their high dimensionality and potential sparseness), but instead, a large number of features derived from such matrices have been proposed [49] . For each co-occurrence matrix, the following features were used: contrast, energy, entropy, correlation, sum average, sum entropy, difference average, difference entropy, and homogeneity features.
As each of these features is extracted from each class, we deal with 226 features in total, 10 from morphological characteristics and 216 from the texture information.
C. Classification
The classification of mammograms according to BIRADS categories was performed in three different ways: by using a k-nearest neighbors (kNN) classifier, a decision tree classifier, and a Bayes classifier based on the combination of the first two classifiers. Both the kNN and the decision tree classifiers can naturally deal with multiclass data, which is less the case for some of the more advanced classifiers (although it should be mentioned that it is possible to combine the results of a combinatoric set of such classifiers to simulate multiclass results) [50] , [51] .
A combination of classifiers is investigated as it has been shown in an initial study that kNN and ID3 classifiers (which are the basis for the classifiers used in this paper) provide complementary information [32] , [34] . Based on this, we are assuming independence of classifiers and have used a Bayesian approach to combine the kNN and decision tree results. Such an approach is further supported by work on ensemble classifiers [52] , [53] , which has shown benefits in robustness and classification performance for such ensembles when compared to single nonlinear state-of-the-art classifiers (see also the discussion presented in [54] and [55] ). It should be noted that boosting, which is an ensemble classifier methodology, is being used in the decision tree classifier approach described in Section III-C.2.
1) kNN Classification:
The kNN classifier [47] consists of the assignment of an unclassified vector using the closest k vectors found in the training set. Here, the Euclidean distance is used. Due to the fact that kNN is based on distances between sample points in the feature space, features need to be normalized to prevent some features being more strongly weighted than others. Hence, all features have been normalized to unit variance and zero mean. Moreover, kNN presents another inherent problem, which is the uniform weighting of features regardless of their discriminant power. In order to solve this problem we have included a feature-selection step that automatically selects the set of the most discriminant features. Here, we have used the sequential forward selection (SFS) algorithm [56] , which is a widely known technique that selects a local optimum solution in a computationally attractive way.
2) Decision Tree Classification: The second classifier used is a decision tree. A decision tree recursively subdivides regions in the feature space into different subspaces, using different thresholds in each dimension to maximize class discrimination. Ideally, for a given subspace, the process stops when it only contains patterns of one class. However, in practice, sometimes it is not possible or is computationally prohibitive to use such a stopping criterion, and the algorithm stops when most of the patterns belong to the same region. Here, we have used the C4.5 decision tree [57] , which is an extension of the ID3 decision tree [58] and deals naturally with continuous data. In order to obtain a more robust classifier, the boosting procedure described in [59] is used.
3) Combined Bayesian Classification: The third classifier is based on a combination of the two classifiers described earlier and uses a Bayesian estimation approach [47] . When a new case is studied, it is classified according to the classic Bayes equation:
.
Translating this formula into words, we consider the probability of a mammogram x, with set of features A(x), to belong to the class B c as the posterior probability. The prior is the probability of the mammogram to belong to a class before any observation of the mammogram. If there were the same number of cases for each class, the prior would be constant (for four categories, as is the case for BIRADS classification, and hence, l = 1, . . . , 4, the constant value would be 0.25). Here, we used as the prior probability the number of cases that exist in the database for each class, divided by the total number of cases. The likelihood estimation is calculated by using a nonparametric estimation, which is explained in the next paragraph. Finally, the evidence includes a normalization factor, needed to ensure that the sum of posteriors probabilities for each class is equal to 1. Combining the SFS + kNN and C4.5 classifiers is achieved by a soft-assign approach where binary (or discrete) classification results are transformed into continuous values that depict class membership. For the SFS+kNN classifier, the membership value of a class is proportional to the number of neighbors belonging to this class. The membership value for each class B c will be the sum of the inverse Euclidean distances between the k neighboring patterns belonging to that class and the unclassified pattern:
Note that with this definition, a final normalization to one over all the membership values is required. On the other hand, in the boosted C4.5 decision tree, a new pattern is classified by using the vote of the different classifiers weighted by their accuracy. Thus, in order to achieve a membership for each class, instead of considering the voting criteria, we take into account the result of each classifier. Adding all the results for the same class and normalizing all the results, the membership for each class is obtained.
D. Evaluation
The evaluation of the automatic and manual density classification is presented in the form of confusion matrices [47] . For each confusion matrix, we include the kappa (κ) coefficient [60] . This is used as a means of estimating agreement in categorical data, and is computed as:
where P (D) is the proportion of times the model value was equal to the actual value (the diagonal terms) and P (E) is the expected proportion by chance. A κ coefficient equal to 1 means a statistically perfect model whereas a value equal to 0 means every model value was different from the actual value. Table I shows a commonly used interpretation of the various κ values [61] . In addition, the classification results that will be discussed are given as a correct classification percentage (CCP  in Tables III-IV) . For the overall classification results, this is determined by the sum of the diagonal elements of the confusion matrices divided by the total number of mammograms in the [61] used dataset. For individual BIRADS classification, this reduces to the number of correctly classified mammograms divided by the total number of mammograms for that density class.
An alternative approach to summarize the evaluation results would be the use of receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves [62] . However, in the described evaluation, this is less appropriate because, in general, ROC analysis assumes binary classification results. Such binary results can be enforced by considering each density class on its own after which the results could be combined. This is not a true representation of the four-density-class problem, as described here, and as such, ROC analysis will not be used in the evaluation.
IV. RESULTS
In order to test the proposed method, two public and widely known databases were used: the MIAS database [16] and the DDSM database [17] . While the latter has its density classified using BIRADS categories, the former only uses three classes. Three mammography experts have classified all the MIAS mammograms according to the BIRADS lexicon.
A. MIAS Database
The method was applied to the whole set of 322 mammograms that form the MIAS database [16] . This database is composed of MLO left and right mammograms from 161 women. The spatial resolution of the images is 50 µm × 50 µm and quantized to 8 bits with a linear optical density in the range 0-3.2.
Three expert mammographic readers classified all the images in the MIAS database according to the BIRADS categories (the correlation between the original triple MIAS and BIRADS classification is discussed in [63] ). In screening mammography, it is common to obtain expert agreement; here, a similar approach is used, and consensus between the individual expert classification is used. Table II shows the confusion matrices for the classification of the three radiologists and the consensus opinion. This consensus is determined by selecting as the final class, the class where two or three radiologists agreed (majority vote). If the three experts classified the mammogram in different classes, the median value is selected as the consensus opinion. The results in Table II show divergence in the opinion of the radiologists, directly indicating the difficulty of the problem we are dealing with, and indicate the need to remove interobserver (interoperator) variability through the development of automatic methods.
Using the κ-values, the agreement of experts A and C with the consensus opinion fall in the substantial category, while the agreement of expert B and the consensus opinion belongs to the almost perfect category (i.e., the classification by expert B TABLE II  CONFUSION MATRICES FOR THREE EXPERT RADIOLOGISTS AND THEIR  CONSENSUS OPINION is almost equal to the consensus). Compared to the consensus, expert C shows a slight bias toward the higher BIRADS classes than do the other two experts, while expert A shows a slight bias toward the lower BIRADS classes. Instead of using the majority vote to provide the consensus classification, it is possible to use an expectation maximization approach like STAPLE [64] . In this case, STAPLE produced a consensus that was very close to the majority vote results, with only two mammograms being classed differently. This has minimal effects on the results: the maximum difference on the overall classification results being ±0.3%, while for the individual BIRADS classes, this increases to ±1.1% (and here, positive changes for one BIRADS class are matched by negative changes for one of the other BIRADS classes). For the remainder of the paper, we have used the majority vote results as the consensus-classification results.
In order to test the proposed method, we performed two experiments related to the experts classification. Firstly, by training the classifiers based on the ground truth as provided by the individual experts, we can evaluate the correlation between the methods and each radiologist. The second experiment was performed by training the classifier using the consensus between all three experts as the ground truth. In this case, we would expect a better agreement as the interobserver variability is minimized.
1) Results Based on Individual Manual Classification:
Initial experiments consist of the evaluation of the proposed method using the individual expert classifications independently. We used a leave-one-woman-out methodology, i.e., the left and right mammograms of a woman are analyzed by a classifier trained using the mammograms of all other women in the database. The leave-one-woman-out methodology is used to avoid bias as the left and right mammograms of a woman are expected to have similar internal morphology [65] . The confusion matrices for the three classifiers: the SFS + kNN, C4.5, and Bayesian approaches are shown in Table III , where each row corresponds to results based on the manual classification by an individual radiologist. In this paper, a value of k = 7 was used for kNN.
Other odd values ranging from 5 to 15 were tested, and gave similar results.
For expert A, the SFS+kNN correctly classifies about 78% (252/322) of the mammograms, while the C4.5 decision tree achieves 74% (239/322) of correct classification. SFS+kNN clearly outperforms C4.5 when classifying mammograms belonging to BIRADS II, while for the rest of BIRADS, the performance is quite similar. On the other hand, C4.5 tends to classify the mammograms according to its own or its neighboring BIRADS classification, while SFS+kNN shows a larger dispersion. The κ coefficient also reflects that SFS+kNN has better performances than that of C4.5, with values equal to 0.70 and 0.64, respectively. Note that results for both classifiers belong to the substantial category according to Table I. The results obtained by the Bayesian classifier are shown in Table III (C)). This classifier shows an increase in the overall performance when compared to the individual classifiers, reaching 83% (266/322) correct classification. This is an increase of 5% and 9% when compared to SFS+kNN and C4.5, respectively. When considering the individual BIRADS classes, the percentage of correct classification for BIRADS I is around 91% (118/129), while in the other cases, the percentages are 76% (60/78) for BIRADS II, 76% (53/70) for BIRADS III, and 80% (35/44) for BIRADS IV. Note that using the Bayesian classifier, κ is increased to 0.76.
The results obtained for expert B are slightly decreased with respect to those obtained for expert A. Specifically, 74% (238/322) of the mammograms were correctly classified by using the SFS+kNN classifier, while the C4.5 results remained at 67% (217/322). The better results for the SFS+kNN classifier are independent of the BIRADS classes, except for the BIRADS IV class, in which C4.5 clearly outperforms SFS+kNN. The results obtained by the Bayes classifier shows an increase in the performance of 6% and 13% when compared to SFS+kNN and C4.5, respectively, obtaining an overall performance of 80% (257/322). When considering the individual BIRADS classes, the correct classification percentage for BIRADS I is around 91% (78/86), while for the other cases, the percentages are 83% (93/112) for BIRADS II, 68% (55/81) for BIRADS III, and 74% (32/43) for BIRADS IV. The κ-value is equal to 0.73.
The last row of Table III shows the results obtained for expert C. The performance of the classifiers is similar to that obtained by using the ground truth of expert B. The SFS+kNN classifier obtained 74% (239/322) correct classification, while C4.5 obtained 72% (231/322). Using the Bayes classifier, 82% (263/322) of the mammograms were correctly classified. In summary, 86% (51/59) correct classification for BIRADS I, 74% (64/86) for BIRADS II, 85% (122/143) for BIRADS III, and 78% (26/34) for BIRADS IV. The κ-value is 0.73.
In summary, the best classification rates are obtained using the Bayesian combination. For each individual expert, 83%, 80%, and 82% correct classification are obtained, respectively.
In line with other publications [27] , [37] , we can reduce the four-class classification problem to the following two-class problem: {BIRADS I and II} versus {BIRADS III and IV}, or in words, low density (low risk) versus high density (high risk) classification, which, from a mammographic risk assessment point of view, might be more appropriate than the four-class division. For expert A, the percentage of correct classification is about 92% for the three classifiers and low breast densities, while for dense breasts, the percentage is 82%, 88%, and 93% for the SFS+kNN, C4.5, and the Bayesian combination, respectively. In contrast, for expert B, the correct classification percentage for low-density breasts is around 88% for the single classifiers and 94% for the combination, while for high-density breasts, it is reduced to 76% for each classifier, and 86% for their combination. On the other hand, using expert C, the correct classification percentage for low-density breasts is 83% for the single classifiers and 89% for the combination, while for high-density breasts, the SFS+kNN obtains 85%, and the other classifiers 89%.
For the two-class approach, in summary, the results are 92%, 91%, and 89% of correct classification for experts A, B, and C, respectively.
2) Results Based on Consensus Manual Classification: Table IV shows results based on a leave-one-woman-out methodology (see before for a more detailed discussion) for the classification of the whole MIAS database according to the consensus ground truth. The performance of the individual classifiers is 77% (247/322) correct classification for SFS+kNN and 72% (232/322) for C4.5. These are intermediate values between expert A and both experts B and C. However, the Bayesian combination of the classifiers results in a substantial improvement and 86% (277/322) correct classification is achieved, which gives a better performance compared to those obtained by the individual experts without consensus. This result is confirmed by κ = 0.81, which belongs just to the almost perfect category. Examining each class, BIRADS I reached 91% (79/87) correct classification, BIRADS II 84% (86/103), BIRADS III 89% (85/95), and BIRADS IV 73% (27/37).
Using the two-class classification, low-density mammograms are 89% correctly classified, while high-density ones reach 94%, resulting in an overall classification equal to 91%.
B. DDSM Database
The developed methodology was also evaluated on a set of 831 mammograms taken from the DDSM [17] , with the main objective to demonstrate the robustness of our proposal on a different and larger data set. Similarly to the MIAS database, DDSM provides for each mammogram additional information including the density of the breast. In contrast to MIAS, this information is determined using the BIRADS categories.
The number of mammograms belonging to each category is 106 (13%), 336 (40%), 255 (31%), and 134 (16%) for BIRADS I-IV, respectively. These proportions are consistent with the numbers reported by ongoing screening programs. As shown in the work of Lehman et al. [66] , where a population of 46 340 women was studied: 13.6% were BIRADS I, 50.9% BIRADS II, 30.1% BIRADS III, and 5.5% BIRADS IV. Although these percentages vary with the age of the women, classes II and III tend to be larger than classes I and IV [67] [68] [69] .
The DDSM database provides four mammograms, comprising left and right MLO and left and right CC views, for most women. To avoid bias we selected only the right MLO mammogram for each woman. This way, the leave-one-woman-out method used for evaluating the system in the previous sections is now reduced to the typical leave-one-image-out evaluation methodology.
Using this evaluation strategy, Table V shows the results obtained with the classifiers. These results show a slightly reduced performance when compared to the MIAS database results (see Tables III and IV) . To be specific, the performance obtained by the classifiers is 70% (580/831), 72% (595/831), and 77% (642/831) for SFS+kNN, C4.5, and Bayesian combination, respectively. Note that by using this database, the performance using C4.5 is better than that by using SFS+kNN. This can be due to the use of more mammograms and a different distribution over the BIRADS classes in the training set. The κ-value, equal to 0.67, indicates a substantial correlation between the manual and the automatic Bayesian classification.
Examining each class alone, BIRADS I reached 55% (58/106) correct classification, BIRADS II 88% (295/336), BIRADS III 77% (196/255), and BIRADS IV 69% (93/134). In contrast to the MIAS database, BIRADS I shows the worst results, while BIRADS II shows the best. We believe that this result is due to the fact that, in the DDSM database, mammograms belonging to BIRADS I have tissue very similar to those belonging to BI-RADS II. Related to the classification of dense mammograms, the ones belonging to BIRADS III are better classified than the ones belonging to BIRADS IV. Moreover, only one mammogram not belonging to BIRADS IV is incorrectly classified as belonging to this class.
Using the low-/high-density division, low-density mammograms are 89% correctly classified, while high-density ones reach 79%. It should be clear that compared to the MIAS consensus results, the performance is mainly reduced on the high-density mammograms, while a similar classification is obtained for the low-density ones. The overall performance for the Bayesian two-class classifier is equal to 84%.
V. DISCUSSION
In order to perform a quantitative comparison, we implemented the algorithm described in [29] (see also Section II) using the MIAS database for evaluation. Two different experiments were conducted related to the features used. Firstly, the features described in [29] , except for the pectoral muscle [29] (it should be noted that they showed improved results on more recent mammograms). Secondly, the features described in Section III-B were used in combination with the Bayesian classifier (see Section III-C), and the results, shown at the bottom confusion matrix of Table VI , indicate an improvement to 75% (242/322) correct classification. The last result illustrates the benefits that the used feature set has over alternative descriptors.
The results are summarized in Table VII , which also includes the results obtained with the proposed approach, reaching 86% correct classification using the same database. This indicates that the improvements over existing techniques can be associated with two aspects, which are the features that are being used and the fact that these features are extracted from the fatty and dense tissue regions.
In the literature, only the works of Bovis and Singh [37] and Petroudi et al. [27] 4 ) . Moreover, the table shows that Bovis has lower four-class results on a smaller DDSM dataset, but higher overall low/high classification (column Total 2 ). Note, however, that a direct comparison is difficult as both these publications have used different It is likely that the distribution over the various BIRADS categories is different in each experiment, and as such, could influence the results in that a dataset with a distribution skewed toward BIRADS classes I and IV can be expected to show better results than that of a dataset with a distribution with a higher proportion of II and III category images. In our experiments a similar behavior could be seen in the results obtained using the MIAS database and expert A, who, in comparison with experts B and C, used a high percentage of BIRADS I classifications.
The strength of the Bayesian classifier might be partially explained by the features that were mainly used by the individual classifiers. The SFS stage of the SFS+kNN classifier has a strong tendency to select texture features independently of the distance used for the co-occurrence matrices, while most of the selected features for the C4.5 classifiers are related to the statistics obtained using a distance equal to 9 for the co-occurrence matrices.
A direct comparison with alternative mammographic dense tissue segmentation techniques [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , [25] , [26] , [28] is seen to be outside the scope of this paper as this segmentation forms only one of the steps in the described approach. However, in a recent study [70] , we have shown that mammographic risk assessment based on identical features extracted after using various mammographic segmentation techniques resulted in significant differences, with classification based on two-class segmentation (as the fuzzy C-means approach used here) providing superior results. However, all the various two-class segmentation approaches resulted in similar classification results, which might indicate that this is not a limiting factor in the overall system. Future work will focus on two areas. Firstly, a larger case study will be performed in a clinical environment. Secondly, it is our aim to investigate the behavior of the method for full-field digital mammograms, as the final goal of the methodology is integration in a CAD tool.
VI. CONCLUSION
To summarize the developed method, the initial step, based on gray-level information, segments the breast area. Subsequently, the fuzzy C-means algorithm is used to segment fatty versus dense tissue types in the mammograms. For each tissue region, morphological and texture features are extracted to characterize the breast tissue. Finally, using a Bayesian approach and obtaining the likelihood estimation by combining both SFS+kNN and C4.5 classifier results, the mammograms are classified according to BIRADS categories. It should be noted that, to avoid bias, we have adopted a leave-one-woman-out methodology.
Summarizing the results, we obtained for the MIAS database and individual experts 83%, 80%, and 82% correct classification, which increased to 86% when the classifiers were based on the consensus ground truth. On the other hand, results based on the DDSM database (a set of 831 mammograms) showed a performance of 77% correct classification.
